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Operator Information Tool to Manage Heat Treat Furnace Parts for A. Finkl & Sons

Project Background

A. Finkl and Sons is the leading supplier of forging die steels, die casting tool steels, and custom open die forgings. The engineers operating the heat treatment facility need to optimize the furnace load configurations in order to minimize the number of pieces which turn out to be inadequately tempered. The engineers would like to have a simple way to visualize and manipulate the loading configuration of pieces of steel inside a furnace.

Project Objectives

• Survey the temperature distribution within both an unloaded and loaded tempering furnace
• To determine a method of stacking that provides the most uniform temperature distribution.
• To create an efficient and intuitive tracking system that allows the exact location of each part in the furnace to be recorded and catalogued for future reference.
• To put this knowledge together to create a software package that can be used to quickly and easily generate a stacking sequence that will result in a proper heat treatment for each piece in the furnace each time.

Current Solutions

There are existing software packages available that enable the loading of various types of containers. CargoWiz by softtruck
FurnXpert by CompAS Controls, Inc.
VMS Solver by Logen Solutions
MaxLoad Pro by Tops Engineering
Cargo Optimizer by Dreamsofts Optimizer

• Most are geared toward the shipping industry and not suitable for this application
• FurnXpert by CompAS Controls Inc. is intended for furnace simulation, but contains extraneous features
• It is not intended as a production managing tool, and cannot efficiently be used to keep track of stacking configurations
• No existing software met the needs for a user-friendly commercial grade application
• It was determined that a completely new application was necessary

Software: AutoStack

• A 3-D visualization software used to simulate the loading of steel parts into a heat treatment furnace
• Can detect collisions between pieces
• Allows a furnace operator to quickly and easily place a three dimensional geometry representing an actual piece in a simulated furnace.
• When there is a failure, the operator can know not only what furnace the part was treated in, but where in that furnace the part was located.
• A 3-D visualization software used to simulate the loading of steel parts into a heat treatment furnace
• A 3-D visualization software used to simulate the loading of steel parts into a heat treatment furnace

Furnace Survey

• Furnace surveys were performed to determine the temperature distributions in the tempering furnaces
• Performed both in an unloaded and loaded furnace
• Approximately 20 thermocouples were used for each survey

Survey Results

• Temperature distributions in both loaded and unloaded furnaces are acceptable
• Air temperatures near the floor are cooler in a loaded furnace, however parts temperatures are still relatively even
• The firing lanes are typically hotter than the loading zone volume
• Parts must be loaded completely within the loading zone

Conclusions

Furnace Survey

• Furnace #30 was running up to specifications
• Only tested 1 of several furnaces
• Only tested 1 stacking set-up

Software benefits and limitations

• Represents actual stacking in 3-D
• Replaces old hand-written files
• Currently, only able to create simple shapes

Groundwork for final solution has been laid

Future Projects

• Develop a portable handset display for the operators
• Enhance the shape database in the software
• Survey more furnaces and furnace conditions
• Perform statistical analysis of temperature ranges
• Develop a system to track pieces quickly and easily
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